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No nonsense Team Building & Team Development programs
02 4962 5034 • info@pinnacleteamevents.com.au • www.pinnacleteamevents.com.au

Team Building Events
Carnivale
If fun in the sun is what you want…this activity is for you! Teams of delegates will compete for
the honour of a podium finish at a variety of activity stations. Activities include archery, volleyball,
catapults, laser clay shooting, bamboo towers, initiatives, frisbee frenzy and much more!
This event is set in a format so each team will participate in all the activities against each team.

The Amazing Race
We bring the exciting TV series to your conference venue or workplace and lead delegates on
an adventure they will never forget! Teams will solve clues that lead them to team challenge
stations, detours and roadblocks! Take the Challenge! This event can be tailored to any location:
a conference venue, an urban or local area.

Tikes on Bikes
This powerful and life changing experience is the perfect combination of teamwork and corporate
responsibility. Teams of delegates construct a brand new bicycle under the assumption they will
ultimately be involved in a bike race. Just as teams are about to race - the surprise is unveiled
and children from an under privileged charity group enter the room to receive their new bike!
The atmosphere changes as delegates come to realise that it is all about the “bigger picture”.

Escape
Can your team escape? This exciting Escape the Room challenge is the ultimate team building
event that will test the sharpest minds. Each team is “locked” in a room with a set time frame
in which to escape before the world as we know it ceases to exist. Teams must follow the clues,
solve the puzzles, unlock the secrets to ESCAPE! Teams race to uncover the 8 digit code that will
ultimately set them free – will they do it in time?

Grape to Glass
Discover the Sommelier within as teams of delegates blend their very own wine under the tuition
of an experienced Hunter Valley Wine Maker. The end result will see each delegate receiving a
bottle of the winning blend with the winning label design upon it! A great team event - we bring
the experts from the Hunter Valley to you.
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Survivor
Teams will need to outwit and outplay their opponents in a fun and competitive survivor challenge
based on the hit TV series. This activity is based on the “immunity challenges” that see the teams
competing head to head at a series of initiative, problem solving tasks that require the whole team
working together to defeat your opponents. Competitive, fun and requires a great deal of teamwork!

Explorer
An Amazing Race / Treasure Hunt style of program that sees teams driven around the local area
undertaking experiential team challenges that range from Laser Clay Shooting & Archery to
Cheese Tasting & Blind Wine Tasting. Our Explorer is available in the following areas:
Hunter Valley, Southern Highlands, South Coast & Blue Mountains.

Laser Clay Shooting
Experience the thrill and excitement of shooting clay pigeons as they fly through the air!
This hands on activity uses authentic 12 gauge shot guns that have been converted to fire laser
beams. Clay disks are fired from the launcher – when the shooters score it registers a hit on the
electronic scoreboard.

Corporate Drumming
A corporate drumming session will transform, motivate and inspire your delegates both as
individuals and as a collective group. The Human Rhythms team will take them on an unforgettable
musical journey, where laughter and elation is achieved in a high-energy interactive performance.

Giving Back Events
Unite your team by giving back to those less fortunate. Pinnacle has a range of options that
make a genuine difference to those in need whilst ensuring the group share an experience that
will be remembered for years to come. The events will be tailored to suit your specific needs
and preferred charity. Contact us to get more information on our corporate social responsibility
events: Helping Hampers, Challenge for Charity, Race to Make a Difference and Tikes on Bikes.

Scramble
The Scramble is a modified version of our Amazing Race for groups tight on time and budget.
This exciting outdoor event sees teams race around the local area taking team photos, collecting
scavenger items, solving IQ Tests and passing through a roadblock challenge. The City Scramble is
ideal for urban areas and the Resort Scramble for those staying at a conference venue.

Bridge to Unity
An exciting collaborative construction project with teams working in unison to design and construct
an impressive bridge. Each team builds the bridge to their customer expectations while overcoming
limited resources, communication barriers and strict timelines. The final sees each team’s individual
bridge being installed as part of the extended company bridge and tested with a remote controlled car.

Project Pipeline
Teams will manage time, resources and personnel to build their countries pipeline. The challenge
is then to negotiate with the other ‘countries’ to connect their pipelines to create one continuous
pipeline. Teams will need to work against the clock and conflicting objectives to achieve
the whole group goal.
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Blimp my Ride
This fun and colourful challenge sees teams issued a variety of resources that will combine to
create a Blimp. The enormous helium balloons that provide the floating power are issued to each
team. The teams must then gain extra resources by solving team based challenges. It requires
design, creativity, construction, ingenuity and will finish with a sky of colour as the blimps set sail
to discover who is the winner of the Blimp my Ride Challenge?

Mini/Beach Olympics
Faster, Higher, Stronger - the winning team will embody the Olympic motto! The Mini Olympics is a
fun activity that provokes competitiveness and plenty of laughter. The event involves teams rotating
around various sports such as Frisbee, Catapult Firing, T-Ball, Team Tennis, Volleyball, Dodge Ball,
and bamboo towers. We can tailor this event to suit your location, either park or beach.

Risk vs Reward
Many agree that “if you take no risks, you will suffer no defeats. But if you take no risks, you win
no victories.” In this program teams will encounter a variety of challenges where they calculate the
risk they are prepared to take to determine if they wind up as the business success story or filing for
bankruptcy. As the name suggests it’s all about Risk versus Reward!

Archery
A competitive archery session will awaken, refocus and keep your delegates on target during your
next conference. This ancient form of weaponry is suitable for delegates of all fitness levels and
ability. Our facilitator will teach the delegates how to use a bow and arrow and find the target. Your
delegates will love the rare opportunity to feel the power of firing an arrow!

Initiative Matrix/Initiative Rotation
A unique team challenge where delegates will find their competitive spirit and put their thinking
caps on. Using maps of your conference resort and a list of cryptic clues, delegates will uncover a
series of life size problem solving tasks. Successful completion of each task rewards teams with a
crucial piece of the Matrix. When all pieces are joined together the Oracle will be discovered!

Wine Olympics
Rather than running, jumping and swimming your way to victory teams will tackle a very different
series of events. Grape stomping, wine spitting, cork popping and an array of winery related
activities make for a competitive, informative and hilarious event. Great in conjunction with our
very popular ‘Grape to Glass’ wine blending activity - as delegates will blend and design a label
for your very own company wine that will be bottled and delivered to you post event.

Water Taxi Treasure Hunt
Sydney Harbour is ranked the best harbour in the world and is the perfect backdrop for this unique
team building event. The Water Taxi Treasure Hunt is a 3 hour adventure that explores the best
sights of this world famous location. Teams will be competing against each other to race to the final
location and uncover their team’s treasure.

Cocktail Masterclass
The Cocktail Master Class will give your team the chance to get behind the bar and mix up a
storm in an exciting and interactive environment! This fantastic event is hosted by our team of
professional bottle spinners who will start the evening with a bells and whistles demonstration
of cocktail making followed by a master class in the art of mixing drinks.
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Wine Events
Wanting to treat your team after a hard days conferencing? Discover our range of Wine Events below:
Wine Tasting: Connect with each other and learn a little about some of the region’s best wine.
Wine Options Game: A fun, entertaining and competitive way to share a wine with the team.
Wine & Chocolate Tasting: This guided tasting session will take your taste buds on an amazing
journey as you discover how pairing wine with chocolate can enhance two of life’s great indulgences.

The Pitch
The Pitch is an exciting innovation challenge that replicates the famous TV show Shark Tank. This
event gives teams full creative licence to develop a business idea and present it in any way they
choose. The judge(s) will have $1 million to distribute amongst the teams... the team that receives
the most money wins!

Battle of the Minds
Battle of the Minds is the ultimate indoor team building event! Designed to ensure an atmosphere
of competition and excitement whilst teams compete for the honour of The Master Minds! Teams
each seated at their round table are provided a booklet containing 45 challenges that vary to
accommodate all brain types; mathematical, artistic, creative, scientific and engineering. The room
is organised chaos as delegates rush to get each challenge completed and submitted for marking.

Team Challenge
An indoor team building event where teams compete to earn points at a series of lateral thinking
challenges. All of the tasks in the team challenge require the entire team to plan, problem solve,
communicate, think outside the square and then ultimately work together. A fun and cost effective
way to spice up your conference!

F1 Rocket Racer
This is a construction based event whereby each team is allocated a set of resources with which to
build a Formula One race car. The car is designed around its power source – a rocket! The rocket
is a specially designed piece of equipment that will create a blast of power generated by a high
pressure cycling foot pump. The result is a car that shoots out of the starting gates and hopefully
beats your opponents by travelling the greatest distance along the conference room floor.

Eddy the Egg
The challenge in this thirty-minute period is to construct a mechanism that can catch and
support a raw egg after it is dropped from a height. In small groups of around five, delegates
use straws, sticky tape and ingenuity to create a capsule to keep Eddy safe. A very simple,
exciting and fun break activity that is guaranteed to liven the troops for the next session.

Ice Breakers
This session is a great opener to any conference. Your delegates will be left in stitches after a series
of interactive and lively games that will break down the barriers that exist between strangers.
Delegates will be swept into a frenzy of excitement interacting with the other attendees in a
unique and entertaining manner. This session is available indoors or out at any conference venue.

Morning Exercise Options
We have a team of qualified experts in a variety of fields who conduct a 1 hour session guaranteed
to inspire, rejuvenate, refocus and clear the hang over of all your delegates! Options include Yoga,
Tai Chi, Boxercise, Aqua Aerobics, Morning Walk, Gym Circuit, Zumba and Bootcamp. Offer all or
just one and you will be amazed at the feedback you receive!
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Night Activities
Casino Night
Bring the thrill & excitement of the casino to your next event! Teams will be competing to generate
as much money as possible throughout the evening meal via a series of interactive challenges.
After dessert the money is issued in casino chips for delegates to try their luck on the casino tables.
Croupiers dealing blackjack, roulette, craps, poker, race of the aces and even horse racing!

Trivia Challenge Night
A trivia night like no other! This event combines challenge activities with unique trivia questions,
music trivia and TV sound tracks. The activities will take place throughout your evening meal as
we host the night from start to finish. Extremely popular for groups of all sizes as we have your
delegates in hysterics from start to finish.

Minute to Win it
Based on the popular television show, this comical and interactive evening is conducted during and
after your evening meal. We will host your evening to ensure an enjoyable atmosphere that will be
one to remember. Table groups compete against each other in a series of challenges such as ‘Bite
the Bickie’ and ‘Blind Ball’ with the added pressure of time… with just ONE-MINUTE TO WIN IT!

Games Night
Teams of delegates will be competing against rival table groups at a range of challenge activities
conducted between courses and after dessert. Activities include shock reaction, newspaper dress
up, barrel of monkeys, and much more. A night your delegates will remember for years to come!
A fun and interactive evening that will leave you begging for more!

A Night at the Races
Whether you are a punting enthusiast or a complete novice this is a fantastic night of entertainment.
Each delegate will receive $$ to punt on each race aiming to pick the winners from the form guide.
Once all the bets are placed the races will be viewed by the cheering crowd on the big screen. This
is a great themed evening with delegates dressing up and prizes awarded for fashions on the field.

CSI Night
A murder has been committed and it is up to you to solve the crime. Delegates must carefully inspect the
crime scene complete with victim, weapons, clues and police tape. As a table group, delegates prepare
a re-enactment of the crime to portray their version of events. Each group will perform a 2-5 minute skit
aiming to impress the judges with their investigative skills but more so aiming to entertain the crowd!

Murder Mystery Night
A murder mystery is a fun, exciting and extremely silly game of ‘whodunit’ hosted by the Murder
Co team. The aim of the game is very simple; solve a murder before the guilty party strikes again.
What makes this entertainment truly special is your guests play the chief murder suspects with
every delegate playing a different yet crucial character to the overall story - great over dinner and
for those who love to dress up.
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